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Abstract
Several diseases have been clinically or genetically related to cystic ﬁbrosis (CF), but a consensus deﬁnition is lacking. Here, we present
a proposal for consensus guidelines on cystic ﬁbrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR)-related disorders (CFTR-RDs), reached
after expert discussion and two dedicated workshops.
A CFTR-RD may be deﬁned as “a clinical entity associated with CFTR dysfunction that does not fulﬁl diagnostic criteria for CF”.
The utility of sweat testing, mutation analysis, nasal potential difference, and/or intestinal current measurement for the differential
diagnosis of CF and CFTR-RD is discussed. Algorithms which use genetic and functional diagnostic tests to distinguish CF and CFTR-RDs
are presented.
According to present knowledge, congenital bilateral absence of vas deferens (CBAVD), acute recurrent or chronic pancreatitis and
disseminated bronchiectasis, all with CFTR dysfunction, are CFTR-RDs.
© 2011 European Cystic Fibrosis Society. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: CFTR-related disorders; CBAVD (Congenital Bilateral Absence of Vas Deferens); Pancreatitis; Bronchiectasis; Functional tests; NPD (Nasal
Potential Difference); ICM (Intestinal Current Measurement)
Although the gene responsible for cystic ﬁbrosis (CF)
was identiﬁed more than twenty years ago, the relationship
between genotype and phenotype in CF is still challenging
and a matter of debate. CF is characterized by wide variability
of clinical expression with regard to disease severity and rate
of progression. This is caused, at least in part, by (i) the large
number of different mutations affecting the CFTR (cystic
ﬁbrosis transmembrane conductance regulator) gene, (ii) the
existence of modiﬁer genes and (iii) environmental factors,
such as viral or bacterial pathogens, that inﬂuence disease
phenotype [1,2].
Soon after the CFTR gene was discovered, it became clear
that dysfunction of CFTR in a single organ was associated
with clinical phenotypes distinct from CF. For example,
CFTR mutations have been identiﬁed in infertile males with
no evidence of CF lung disease [3–5]. To seek clariﬁcation
of this issue, workshops were organized by a EuroCareCF
Working Group in Garda, Italy (22–23 March 2007) and
Prague, Czech Republic (15–16 June 2008). Thirty ﬁve
experts from Europe and North America participated in these
meetings. Here, we present the consensus recommendations,
resulting from discussions at these meetings.
1. What is CF?
Even in 2010, CF remains in essence a clinical diagnosis
[1,2,6]. It may also be deﬁned either in molecular genetic
terms as a disease caused by the presence of two CF-causing
mutations one in each parental CFTR gene or in physiological
terms as a disorder of electrolyte transport across epithelial
membranes resulting from absence or abnormality of the
CFTR protein. However, the wide variation in range and
severity of symptoms and organs involved between and
within individuals makes it a clinical decision as to whether
or not a person should be managed as a CF patient. This is
especially the case in a small number of difﬁcult or ambiguous
cases. Furthermore, in many countries proper classiﬁcation is
important for health insurance reimbursement purposes and
for provision of social services to patients with CF.
For the majority of affected individuals, there is little or no
difﬁculty in diagnosing their condition as CF. The classical
clinical syndrome is well known and easily recognised when
an individual’s signs and symptoms are being diagnosed.
Moreover, even before the molecular basis of the disease was
understood patients were readily identiﬁed by their clinical
presentation and a conﬁrmatory sweat test documenting a
sweat chloride concentration above 60 mmol/L. Eighty ﬁve
percent of CF patients require pancreatic enzyme supplemen-
tation to digest food. These CF patients are termed “pancreatic
insufﬁcient” (CF-PI). Fifteen percent of CF patients do not
require pancreatic enzyme supplementation and hence, are
termed “pancreatic sufﬁcient” (CF-PS). The distribution of
causative mutations differs substantially across Europe with a
marked decrease of the commonest CF mutation, p.F508del
from NW to SE Europe. Nevertheless, the diagnosis of most
CF patients with Northern European descent as CF-PI is
generally straightforward [7,8]. Similarly, the diagnosis of
many patients of Southern European descent, who tend to be
CF-PS, is relatively clear-cut [9,10].
Most atypical CF patients can be conﬁdently diagnosed
with the help of reliable sweat tests and/or genetic analysis.
These individuals usually present later in their lives with
pancreatic sufﬁciency and milder respiratory disease. The re-
maining cases, termed “atypical”, “possible” or “borderline”,
are difﬁcult to diagnose and manage because there is poor
agreement between sweat test results and respective clinical
signs and symptoms. Currently, over 1700 mutations and
polymorphisms have been identiﬁed in the CFTR gene (see
The Cystic Fibrosis Mutation Database; http://www.genet.
sickkids.on.ca/cftr/). Because different mutations or variations
in the CFTR gene are associated with a wide spectrum of
clinical phenotypes or even associated with no disease at all,
the demonstration of mutated CFTR genes in an individual
does not predict with certainty, only at best with probability,
this person’s prognosis [9,10]. No doubt interactions with
other genes and environmental factors substantially modify
the clinical picture in each individual [8]. Similarly, demon-
stration of an abnormal sweat test or abnormal potential
difference across epithelial membranes might be helpful in
assigning an individual to a CF or non-CF category. However,
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these functional tests will not predict an individual’s clinical
syndrome or the range of disease severity.
1.1. Diagnostic criteria
In 1998, a ﬁrst consensus statement [11] listing criteria for
the diagnosis of CF was issued by the US Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation (Bethesda, USA). The listed criteria were: (i) one
or more of the phenotypic features of the disease or (ii)
CF in a sibling or (iii) a positive immunoreactive trypsin
(IRT, a neonatal screening test), in association with at least
one other feature. The additional features included a positive
sweat test result on two occasions, a CF-causing mutation in
each CFTR gene or an abnormal nasal potential difference
(NPD) [12,13]. The consensus statement of the US Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation was later modiﬁed slightly by a European
working group [6].
Clinical manifestations suggestive of CF have been de-
scribed in detail by De Boeck et al. [6]. A sweat chloride
concentration above 60 mmol/L and/or the presence of 2 clin-
ically relevant CF-causing mutations is uniformly accepted as
diagnostic for the classical form of the disease [2,6,11,12].
However, this strict deﬁnition has obvious ﬂaws. Patients with
particular genotypes combining two CF-causing mutations
may have a sweat chloride value in the intermediate range
(30–60 mmol/L). Conversely, it is too limiting to consider a
list of only 23 CF-causing mutations as deﬁned by an Amer-
ican College of Medical Genetics panel when more than 1700
CFTR mutations have been identiﬁed in CF patients, many of
which are included in registries of CF patients. Moreover, this
list is too loose, because it includes the p.R117H mutation that
is most often associated with no disease when identiﬁed by
newborn screening [14]. The difﬁculty occurs when patients
present with clinical symptoms suggestive of CF and a sweat
chloride value in the intermediate range. Among these sub-
jects, the subset with abnormalities in NPD measurement or 2
identiﬁed CFTR mutations has, on average, more severe lung
disease [15]. However, their disease symptoms are milder than
those in subjects with a sweat chloride concentration above 60
mmol/L. Therefore, it is appropriate from a physician’s and
also from a patient’s perspective to categorise these individu-
als differently from subjects with the classical life-shortening
form of CF. The advent of neonatal screening has many ad-
vantages for patient outcome, but it underscores the discussion
about how to interpret test results and what may be consid-
ered “diagnostic” for CF. Indeed, with the wide adoption of
newborn screening extreme caution should be taken not to
erroneously label a subject as CF [7]. Neonatal screening only
identiﬁes subjects at risk of being CF in whom the diagnosis
needs to be further substantiated by a positive sweat test or
by other physiological tests of CFTR function (e.g. NPD or
intestinal current measurement (ICM)). The example of the
p.R117H mutation demonstrates clearly that it is inappropriate
to rely solely on IRT results and mutation analysis [14]. On
the other hand, when subjects have a clear track record of
CF-like lung disease plus several “markers” consistent with a
CF diagnosis (e.g. an intermediate sweat chloride concentra-
tion and an abnormal NPD or 2 identiﬁed CFTR mutations),
it would be overly cautious not to consider this person a CF
patient, even in an atypical form [15]. Thus, we stress the
importance of the clinical picture in addition to test results
to interpret fully a patient’s condition. In infants identiﬁed by
newborn screening, it should be emphasized that clinical his-
tory is very limited. All parties concerned should accept that
occasionally a clinical assignment might need to be revised
because an individual’s clinical presentation has changed.
There is a need to qualify patients who do not meet the
diagnostic criteria of CF, but for whom there is evidence of
CFTR dysfunction. However, even among these individuals,
there is a broad range of clinical phenotypes and disease
severity. Clinicians have for decades acknowledged the wide
difference in disease severity and studied the factors most
likely responsible for this variation: class of mutation, gene
modiﬁers, age at diagnosis, quality and intensity of treat-
ment and adverse environmental stress [16]. Although the
concept of “non-classical” or “atypical” CF [6] might apply
clinically especially to children with multi-system disease
and borderline sweat chloride values or the presence of at
least one CFTR mutation of uncertain clinical relevance, the
term “CFTR-related disorders” (CFTR-RDs) has gained wide
acceptance to designate these varied conditions, which also
include monosymptomatic disorders in adults [13,17].
Undoubtedly, there are positive and negative aspects of
performing investigations to make a deﬁnitive diagnosis and
the outcome is not always necessarily to the patient’s beneﬁt.
The implications of labelling patients with mild manifesta-
tions with a CF diagnosis include an implied clinical course
and prognosis, which might well be unduly adverse for, say,
an adult with agenesis of the vas deferens and the presence
of nasal polyps or another with recurrent pancreatitis, one
mutation and a sibling with CF. The negative implications
for such individuals and their relatives include psychological,
reproductive, social, employment, and insurance issues, re-
gardless of the fact that they will not bear the whole burden
of treatment modalities required for “classical” CF patients.
To accommodate the needs of these patients whose mild
symptoms or single-organ disease do not, at least in the short
term, justify including them together with the majority, it
might be preferable to use a wider diagnostic vocabulary and
the term CFTR-RD is a reasonable choice. In addition, when
studying improvement in survival or disease severity outcome
over time, it is misleading to enrich the study population with
patients with milder disease phenotypes identiﬁed using more
sophisticated diagnostic tests (e.g. NPD and/or ICM). In this
respect, comparisons of birth cohorts of p.F508del homozy-
gous subjects or CF-PI subjects are scientiﬁcally much more
correct. (Guidelines for performing and interpreting NPD
and/or ICM are discussed in the accompanying EuroCareCF
guidelines on diagnostic tests [18]).
2. CFTR-related disorders
A CFTR-related Disorder (CFTR-RD) is deﬁned as: a
clinical entity associated with CFTR dysfunction that does not
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fulﬁl the diagnostic criteria for CF. Three main clinical enti-
ties illustrate these phenotypes: CBAVD (congenital bilateral
absence of the vas deferens) with CFTR dysfunction, acute
recurrent or chronic pancreatitis with CFTR dysfunction and
disseminated bronchiectasis with CFTR dysfunction. Careful
attention should be paid to exclude other known aetiologies,
to the degree of screening for CFTR mutations and to the
evaluation of CFTR function in these patients.
2.1. CBAVD
Congenital bilateral absence of the vas deferens (CBAVD)
in otherwise healthy males (also named “isolated CBAVD”)
accounts for approximately 3% of cases of infertility. The
incidence of CBAVD, based on estimations, is approximately
1:1000 males [19–21]. While the prevalence of CF is very
low in non-Caucasian countries, the prevalence of CBAVD
does not seem to differ between populations, as reported for
example in Japanese and Taiwanese males [22,23].
In the majority of cases, isolated CBAVD is recognized as
an autosomal recessive genetic disorder (MIM#277180) asso-
ciated with anomalies of the CFTR gene: alterations that retain
enough residual CFTR function might result in milder pheno-
types such as CBAVD. Initially, it was found that a signiﬁcant
proportion of males with isolated CBAVD had inherited one
CFTR mutation [3–5,24]. A crucial step in the assessment
of a common aetiology for CF and CBAVD was the report
from Chillon et al. [25] that the so-called “normal allele”
of many heterozygotes carried the same mild modiﬁcation
in a non-coding DNA sequence, the splice variant “IVS8-5T
allele” [25,26]. Extensive investigations of the CFTR gene
using powerful technologies have demonstrated that CBAVD
is caused by mutations in the two copies of the CFTR gene in
70–90% of cases depending on ethnic/geographic populations
(reviewed in [27–29]) and, as such, it was proposed initially
to consider CBAVD as a primary “genital form of CF”. How-
ever, CBAVD and CF, although constituting different ends of
a spectrum, have completely separate clinical and prognostic
characteristics [30]. Consequently, isolated CBAVD should
be considered a “CFTR-RD”, which seems a more appropri-
ate term than the usual terminologies (“mild”, “atypical” or
“non-classic” CF).
Diagnosis of CBAVD is based on impalpable vas deferens
on scrotal examination undertaken by an andrologist. The
testes are of normal or subnormal size. In a proportion of men
scrotal palpable vas deferens are present, however surgical
exploration reveals a ﬁbrous cord or a non-permeable duct
(non continuous lumen as indicated by deferentography).
Semen analysis reveals azoospermia (no sperm seen in
the ejaculate) with low seminal volume (<1.0 ml), low
pH (average <6.8) and low or absent fructose [19,31].
Although it has been reported that these abnormal ﬁndings are
good predictors of the presence of CFTR mutations [32,33],
there is no clear correlation with the biochemical variables
studied. Transrectal ultrasonography is used to examine
the morphology and size of the seminal vesicles, prostate
and ejaculatory ducts. Typically, the body and tail of the
epididymis are atrophic, absent or the epididymal remnants
are distended, whereas the caput of the epididymis is present
[34]. Abdominal ultrasonography is performed to evaluate the
upper urinary tract.
Extensive genotype-phenotype studies have identiﬁed two
categories of CFTR mutations, “severe” (virtually no func-
tional CFTR protein or not enough to prevent pancreatic
dysfunction, i.e. mutations belonging to classes 1–3) and
“mild” (more likely to have enough residual CFTR activity
to sustain pancreatic function, i.e. mutations belonging to
classes 4 or 5) [35,36]. CBAVD is caused by compound
heterozygosity for either one severe and one mild mutation
or two mild mutations (reviewed in [28,29]). Thereby, the
distribution of CFTR mutations and genotypes in CBAVD
differs substantially from classical CF: among males with
two identiﬁed CFTR mutations, CF patients have either two
severe (88%) or one severe and one mild/variable CFTR
mutations (12%), whereas CBAVD males have either a se-
vere and a mild/variable (88%) or two mild/variable (12%)
CFTR mutations [37,38]. No CBAVD patient without CF
carries two severe CFTR mutations. The two most common
compound heterozygous genotypes found in European males
with CBAVD are p.F508del in trans with IVS8-5T (28%) and
p.F508del in trans with p.R117H (6%).
The frequency of p.F508del, the most common CF-causing
mutation, in CBAVD varies from 21–33% in USA [20],
Canada [39], and Northern Europe [37,38,40,41] to 12–18%
in Southern Europe [41–43] and India [44]. In contrast to
p.F508del, whose frequency in CBAVD is lower in non-
European populations, the IVS8-5T allele is found at either
the same (Indians, 25% [44]; Japanese, 30% [22]) or higher
frequencies (Egyptians, 44% [45]; Taiwanese, 44% [23]),
while its frequency in the general population is often similar
(5%). Thus, the IVS8-5T variant is involved in many cases
of CBAVD even in populations where CF is rare, with
homozygosity for this allele being very common; many
patients from Asia remain negative for other CFTR mutations.
The IVS8-5T allele, which is present on at least 5%
of CFTR genes, is the most common “mild” CFTR allele
worldwide [46]. Its frequency in CBAVD males (25–40%) is
5–8 times higher than in the general population [25,26,46–
48]. Approximately 34% of men with CBAVD of European
descent have inherited a CFTR mutation in one gene and
the IVS8-5T allele on the other, a combination that does
not result in CF, but does reduce levels of functional CFTR
protein in the vas deferens to produce isolated CBAVD. A
complex network of DNA sequences within the CFTR gene
and cellular splicing factors modulate alternative splicing of
CFTR exon 9 [49–54]. The efﬁciency of exon 9 splicing is
lower in Wolfﬁan tissues, which constitutively produce less
full-length CFTR mRNAs than other tissues. The presence
of a splicing variant, such as the IVS8-5T allele, reduces
further the level of full-length transcripts below the threshold
transcript level necessary to maintain a normal phenotype in
Wolfﬁan tissues, while exceeding that required in other organs
[55–57]. Thus, the vas deferens appears to be the tissue most
sensitive to reduction of functional CFTR protein.
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The IVS8-5T allele is also found on 2–3% of non-CF
alleles of fathers from CF patients [25,46] and in CF-PS
patients. Hence, inheritance of a IVS8-5T allele in trans with
a severe CFTR mutation might not be sufﬁcient to produce
CBAVD in every case. By comparing the frequency of the
IVS8-5T allele in fathers (2.07) and mothers (4.67) of CF
patients, the degree of penetrance of the IVS8-5T variant as a
CBAVD-causing allele (in combination with a CF mutation)
has been estimated to be 56% (1–2.07/4.67) [25] similar to
that calculated for other populations [46]. The IVS8-5T allele
is also a genetic modiﬁer of the mild mutation p.R117H when
they are associated in cis. Thus, the combination p.R117H-7T
is often found in CBAVD, p.R117H-5T is frequently found
in CF-PS patients, whereas p.R117H-9T is generally not
associated with disease [58].
The IVS8-5T allele is considered a CBAVD mutation with
incomplete penetrance. The polymorphic dinucleotide repeat,
IVS8-TG, lying immediately upstream of the IVS8-Tn tract
also inﬂuences the efﬁciency of exon 9 splicing [59]. Thus,
longer IVS8-TGm and shorter IVS8-Tn repeats increase exon
9 skipping and lead to the production of misfolded and
nonfunctional CFTR protein [60,61]. IVS8-5T alleles derived
from CBAVD males were found to carry a high number of
IVS8-TG repeats (e.g. 12 or 13), whereas those derived from
healthy fathers with similar genotype harboured a low number
of IVS8-TG repeats (e.g. 10 or 11) [59]. Longer IVS8-TG
repeats (IVS8-TG12 or TG13) in cis with IVS8-5T were also
found to correlate with disease status (CBAVD or CFTR-RD).
Therefore, the IVS8-TG repeat number is a reliable predictor
for the penetrance of IVS8-5T as a disease-causing allele
because the odds of pathogenicity are 28 and 34 times greater
for the haplotypes TG12-T5 and TG13-T5, respectively, than
for the TG11-T5 allele [62]. The TGmTn allele represents a
model of CBAVD “polyvariant mutant CFTR”.
Occasionally, rare variants of IVS8-Tn alleles have been
identiﬁed in CBAVD males, including for example cases
of IVS8-T3-TG12 in trans with F508C [54], IVS8-T2-
TG13 in trans with R117H-TG11T9 [63] and IVS8-T6
[64,65]. Analysis of splicing patterns derived from minigenes
expressing T2 or T3 repeats in epithelial cells demonstrates
that these alleles dramatically increase exon 9 skipping
and should be considered as “CF” (severe) and probably
fully penetrant mutations, in contrast to the IVS8-5T allele
[52,54,63].
CFTR gene defects in CBAVD are essentially point mu-
tations. However, in a very small number of cases large
rearrangements (deletions or duplications) within the CFTR
locus are identiﬁed. In contrast to CF patients, where 15–25%
of unidentiﬁed alleles are discovered to be large rearrange-
ments, in CBAVD this proportion is estimated to be 6–10%
[66,67]. Overall, large rearrangements (null mutations, classi-
ﬁed as “severe”) represent <1% of CBAVD alleles, a lower
proportion than in CF, which reﬂects the higher contribution
of severe alleles to the pathogenesis of CF.
Complex alleles (more than one mutation on a single
CFTR gene) are found in CBAVD patients whose DNA
is extensively scanned or sequenced across all CFTR
coding/ﬂanking sequences. The most common complex
alleles are p.[G576A;R668C], p.[D443Y;G576A;R668C],
p.[R74W;V201M;D1270N] and S1235R-IVS8-5T [37,38,66,
68].
Polymorphisms, resulting in decreased functional CFTR
protein might have functional consequences. One example is
p.M470V [59], which is strongly associated with the IVS8-5T
allele in CBAVD [41,62,69]. Cuppens et al. [59] proposed
to name CFTR genes that harbour a particular combination
of alleles and variants at polymorphic sites “polyvariant
mutant CFTR genes”. Other coding SNPs (single nucleotide
polymorphisms) within the CFTR gene, which modulate
splicing efﬁciency of exons 9 or 12 [70] might be mild
CBAVD mutations with incomplete penetrance [71].
Commercially available mutation-screening kits only iden-
tify the most common CF-causing CFTR mutations and the
IVS8-Tn variants. The vast majority of mutations found in
CBAVD cannot be detected by routine tests, requiring full ex-
ploration of coding/ﬂanking CFTR sequences by scanning and
sequencing methods [38,72]. Optimized methods for detect-
ing mutations and IVS8-TnTGm variants are now available,
including rapid sequencing assays useful for diagnostic labo-
ratories [68,73,74]. Complete exploration of coding/ﬂanking
CFTR sequences for point mutations and large rearrange-
ments detects at least one CFTR alteration in 90–92% of
CBAVD patients from Caucasian descent without associated
renal anomaly with up to 85% of patients harbouring two
mutations [66,67]. One study reported 100% detection of
CFTR mutations in 45 patients carefully selected using strict
clinical criteria [75]. Identiﬁcation of mutations in cis and
trans conﬁgurations as well as IVS8-TnTGm variants requires
analysis of parents and/or relatives of the proband to establish
the haplotypic phase.
The mechanisms by which CFTR mutations and poly-
variants contribute to the pathogenesis of CBAVD are still
not fully understood. One report described a CF fetus with
absence of the epididymis [76], whereas in two other fetuses
aborted at 12 and 18 weeks, respectively, vas deferens were
normal [77]. Consistent with the latter data, a high proportion
of prepubertal CF boys have normal ducts [78], while in a
CFTR knockout pig model of CF, the vas deferens appeared
intact at birth [79]. These observations favour the hypothesis
that CFTR alterations cause progressive post-natal regression
of distal epididymis and vas deferens in CBAVD rather than
a defect during organogenesis. Reduction of CFTR function
might make this long (7 m), thin (<0.5 mm) and tortuous
ductal system very vulnerable to luminal dehydration, espe-
cially in the distal portion of the vas deferens where CFTR
expression is normally low [80,81]. The term “atresia” has
been proposed in cases of CBAVD associated with CFTR
mutations. By contrast, the term “agenesis” should be used
for cases of CBAVD associated with urogenital abnormalities
that occur during organogenesis of the Wolfﬁan duct [77].
CBAVD is not always caused by mutations in the CFTR
gene. A proportion of CBAVD males (11–20%) suffer from
concomitant urogenital abnormalities, such as unilateral renal
aplasia. There is usually no difference in physical exam-
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ination, laboratory assays and ultrasonographic assessment
with CBAVD without urogenital associated abnormality [82].
However, the association of CFTR mutations remains contro-
versial, as almost all cases published over a period of 15 years
are seen in the group without CFTR mutations [37,48,83,84],
and only rarely are patients detected with one or even more
unusually two CFTR mutations [32,41,45]. It is plausible
that these observations are pure coincidence, because of the
frequency of p.F508del (4%) and IVS8-5T (5%) alleles in the
general population. Because CFTR mutations are observed
in CBAVD males with normal renal systems, the simplest
explanation of the data is that CFTR dysfunction alters the vas
deferens after its separation from the renal system. Consistent
with this hypothesis, fertile males with CBAVD (i.e. those
with a patent contralateral vas) have a higher frequency (up to
80%) of renal agenesis [85,86]. Thus, most cases of CBAVD
with associated renal abnormalities represent a distinct clini-
cal entity, presumably due to other genetic causes than CFTR
mutations.
Several studies provide evidence for genetic heterogeneity
in CBAVD. First, a proportion of extensively studied men with
CBAVD, variable depending on country of origin (6–15% in
Europe [66,67]), do not display any abnormalities in the
CFTR gene. Although it is always possible that still unknown
CFTR defects might be discovered with future technology,
these cases are most probably not related to CFTR mutation,
as suggested by cases with discordant familial segregation
analysis [87,88].
A small subgroup of CBAVD males has impaired sper-
matogenesis (hypospermatogenesis and dysmorphogenesis)
[89]. The underlying cause can be CFTR mutations, other ge-
netic or non-genetic conditions and the impact of chronic ob-
struction [90]. This observation led to the hypothesis that the
CFTR gene might be responsible for reduced sperm quality in
otherwise healthy men with non-obstructive azoospermia or
oligozoospermia [91–93]. However, these ﬁndings were not
conﬁrmed in other studies [94–97]. CFTR plays an important
role in HCO−3 transport [98–100]. In sperm, HCO−3 transport
by CFTR or a transporter with which CFTR interacts is
critical for sperm capacitation [101]. This suggests that CFTR
dysfunction might lead to male infertility, at least in part, by
attenuating sperm fertilizing capacity [101,102].
Isolated CBAVD is diagnosed primarily in asymptomatic
adult males consulting for sterility. Most do not have pul-
monary or gastrointestinal manifestations of CF at the time of
diagnosis, although some mild manifestations may occur later
in life. A proportion of CBAVD men show elevated sweat
chloride concentrations, polyps or episodes of rhinosinusitis,
bronchitis or sinusitis [41,103]. Some overlap exists between
the CBAVD phenotype and a very mild CF phenotype as
some individuals with CBAVD also report respiratory or
pancreatic problems [104]. Thus, males with CBAVD should
be followed up long-term for respiratory and gastrointestinal
involvement. The sweat test is the gold standard for the CF
phenotype. However, the absence of groups of individuals
with CFTR-RDs from previous studies designed to validate
the sweat test argues that this test might be of limited value in
the case of individuals with mild phenotypes carrying CFTR
mutations that result in sweat chloride concentrations in the
low or intermediate range [105,106].
CFTR mutations have also been reported to be associ-
ated with congenital unilateral absence of the vas deferens
(CUAVD), but the number of such patients so far reported is
limited and the frequency of CFTR mutations is considerably
less than in CBAVD [93,96]. Obstruction of the epididymis
is yet another Wollﬁan duct anomaly associated with CFTR
mutations, but there are only a limited number of patients
reported with this condition [21]. The frequency of CFTR
mutations in these men is about one-third that of men with
CBAVD.
Most patients with CBAVD have normal spermatogenesis.
With advances in assisted reproductive technologies (ART), it
is possible for them to father their own biological children and
many cases of successful pregnancy and birth have now been
reported [107]. As there is the risk of transmitting a mutant
CF allele, it is mandatory to offer genetic counselling to both
partners before performing ART. Molecular genetic testing is
most informative when CBAVD-causing CFTR alleles have
been identiﬁed in the proband. The CBAVD male should
be screened ﬁrst for the most common CF mutations using
commercial mutation-screening kits and for the IVS8-TnTGm
tract [68], followed by whole gene exploration as most point
mutations are private and mild and will not be detected using
commercial kits [38]. If one or two CFTR mutations are not
detected, the CFTR gene should ﬁnally be screened for large
rearrangements [66,67]. Although not always feasible, the
only way to conﬁrm compound heterozygote status is to test
the parents of the CBAVD male. Finally, it is critical to screen
the female partner of a CBAVD patient for the most common
CF mutations followed by further investigation depending on
the context and ethnic origin.
2.2. Idiopathic chronic pancreatitis
CF-causing mutations, p.F508del being the most common,
that generally have <2% of normal CFTR function lead typ-
ically to pancreatic insufﬁciency in homozygotes. In contrast,
CF patients with genotypes producing ∼5% of normal CFTR
function often have pancreatic sufﬁciency [108].
In the human exocrine pancreas, CFTR is predominantly
expressed at the apical membrane of the ductal and centroaci-
nar cells that line small pancreatic ducts where it controls
cAMP-stimulated HCO−3 secretion into the duct lumen [98–
100]. The major role of CFTR in pancreatic ducts is to di-
lute and alkalinize the protein-rich acinar secretions, thereby
preventing the formation of protein plugs that predispose
to pancreatic injury [108]. Stimulated by ﬁndings that (i)
both idiopathic chronic pancreatitis (ICP) and CF pancreatic
disease show early ductal plugging resulting from inspissated
secretions, (ii) chronic pancreatitis is a known cause of false-
positive sweat tests [2] and (iii) CF patients occasionally
suffer from pancreatitis, in 1998 two groups simultaneously
reported an association between CFTR mutations and ICP
[109,110].
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About 30% of patients with ICP or recurrent acute pancre-
atitis are found to carry CFTR mutations. No speciﬁc CFTR
mutations are associated with ICP, but rare or private class
4 or class 5 mutations [35,36] are generally found in these
patients. Until 2000, most studies had analyzed only the most
common CF-causing mutations and the most common milder
variations associated with CBAVD. Combined data from these
earlier studies indicated that ∼18% of subjects with ICP had
common CF-causing mutations, whereas ∼2% were com-
pound heterozygotes who had a CF-causing mutation plus a
milder CFTR allele [111]. Two studies analyzed all CFTR
exons and ﬂanking regions in 78 well-deﬁned ICP patients.
These studies demonstrated that the risk of ICP increases
to 6.3, 2.4, and 37 times that of normal with a CF-causing
mutation, the IVS8-5T allele, and a CF-causing mutation plus
a milder allele in trans, respectively [112,113]. More recent
studies corroborating these ﬁndings suggest that CF carriers
exhibit slight CFTR dysfunction (i.e. individuals with 50%
of normal CFTR function account for most CFTR-related
attributable risk, because they represent 3% of the population
in many countries [114–119]).
SPINK1 (encoding serine peptidase inhibitor, Kazal type 1,
a trypsin inhibitor secreted by the pancreas) is one of the three
ICP susceptibility genes involved in the pathway of prema-
ture trypsinogen activation and inactivation [108]. Gene-gene
interactions have been documented in individuals who inherit
both low-penetrance SPINK1 variants and CFTR mutations in
ICP. Coinheritance of the common SPINK1 N34S allele [120]
and at least one abnormal CFTR allele accounts for 1.5%
(1/67), 4% (1/25), 5.1% (2/39) and 7.7% (3/39) of the total
patients analyzed, respectively, in four studies in which all the
CFTR and SPINK1 exons were analyzed and the diagnosis of
ICP was unambiguous [111,112,116,118]; a total of ∼4.1%
of ICP patients were double heterozygotes of SPINK1/CFTR
variations. In particular, a synergistic effect was observed
between a CFTR compound heterozygote genotype and the
SPINK1 p.N34S allele. Pancreatitis risk is increased ∼40-fold
with two CFTR mutations, 20-fold with p.N34S, and 900-fold
with both CFTR and SPINK1 mutations [111].
Whether the co-inheritance of SPINK1 and CFTR vari-
ants/mutations is bona ﬁde digenic inheritance or, perhaps
more likely, evidence of the action of a genetic modiﬁer,
is unclear in most cases. In this regard, using quantitative
ﬂuorescent multiplex-PCR, Masson et al. [121] found a novel
heterozygous deletion encompassing the entire SPINK1 gene
in the index patient, her affected father and paternal uncle in
one family with chronic pancreatitis, but not in 50 healthy
French Caucasians. Remarkably, in all three affected indi-
viduals, the SPINK1 deletion was found to be co-inherited
with a heterozygous p.L997F missense mutation in the un-
linked CFTR gene [121]. Heterozygosity for p.L997F had
been previously reported in association with a variety of
different conditions including ICP, disseminated bronchiecta-
sis, primary sclerosing cholangitis, and hypertrypsinemia, but
there is evidence that p.L997F is not a CF causing mutation
[122]. Given that deletion of the entire SPINK1 gene is
disease-causing in its own right, the CFTR p.L997F missense
mutation (which has a frequency of <1% in the French
population) might simply be acting as a disease modiﬁer, at
least in the context of this particular family [121].
CFTR might also play a role in alcoholic chronic pan-
creatitis (ACP). In one study [123], three CFTR mutations
(p.F508del, p.G542X and c.579+1G>T (previously named
711+1G>T)) were detected in 8.9% of 449 ACP patients, al-
though the mutation detection rate was not signiﬁcantly differ-
ent from that observed in patients with alcoholic liver disease
(3.0%) nor that expected in the geographical area under inves-
tigation (3.2%). More recently, da Costa et al. [124] investi-
gated the frequency of polymorphisms in intron 8 of the CFTR
gene in three groups of subjects: group A – 68 adult patients
with ACP; group B – 68 adult alcoholics without pancreatic
disease or liver cirrhosis; and group C – 104 healthy nonal-
coholic adults. The authors found that (i) the T5/T7 genotype
was more frequent in group A (11.8%) than in group B (2.9%)
(P = 0.048), (ii) there was no statistical difference between
groups A and C (5.8%) (P = 0.132) and (iii) the haplotype
combination IVS8-(TG)10-T7/(TG)11-T7 was more frequent
in groups B (23.5%) and C (20.2%) than in group A (7.3%)
(P = 0.008 and 0.016, respectively). The authors interpreted
these data to suggest that individuals with the IVS8-T5/T7
genotype might have a greater risk of developing chronic
pancreatitis when they become chronic alcoholics [124].
Tropical chronic pancreatitis (TCP) is found only in devel-
oping countries located in tropical regions. Although the exact
environmental factor(s) predisposing to TCP remain contro-
versial, predisposing genetic factors are well documented.
Variations in both the SPINK1 and CTRC (encoding chy-
motrypsinogen) genes have been reported to be signiﬁcantly
overrepresented in TCP patients compared with controls
[108]. CFTR variations were also analyzed in TCP patients,
but the very limited sample size prevents any deﬁnitive con-
clusions to be drawn (n = 20 in ref. [125]; n = 9 in ref. [126]).
To circumvent this problem, assays of CFTR function might
be applied to patients with recurrent pancreatitis. Interestingly,
in a group of 33 patients with recurrent pancreatitis, Segal
et al. [127] found that 7 (21%) had an abnormal NPD even
though their sweat chloride concentration and mutation proﬁle
did not differ from control subjects.
2.3. Disseminated bronchiectasis
Bronchiectasis is a pathological description of lung dam-
age characterised by an abnormal and irreversible dilatation
of thick-walled bronchi. Affected areas are inﬂamed and
easily collapsible, resulting in airﬂow obstruction and im-
paired clearance of secretions. Symptoms include recurrent
lower respiratory tract infections, chronic cough and mu-
copurulent sputum production. In approximately 50% of
cases, bronchiectasis is associated with underlying conditions
such as CF, childhood infections, allergic broncho-pulmonary
aspergillosis, immune defects, primary ciliary dyskinesia, as-
piration of irritants, ulcerative colitis, rheumatoid arthritis and
other connective tissue disorders. In the remainder of cases,
causative factors cannot be identiﬁed (idiopathic bronchiecta-
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sis; [128]). Bronchiectasis can present in either of two forms:
a local or focal obstructive process of a lobe or segment of a
lung, or a diffuse process involving much of both lungs and
often accompanied by other sinopulmonary diseases [129].
An increased incidence of CFTR gene mutations has
been found in bronchiectasis. At least 1 CFTR mutation
was reported in 10–50% of a series of patients in different
studies [130–135]. Two mutations were found in 5–20% of
cases, but not all studies speciﬁed whether a segregation
analysis had been performed to establish if those subjects
carried the 2 mutations in cis or in trans. Often, in these
patients only one mutation is CF-causing. No speciﬁc CFTR
mutation is associated directly with bronchiectasis. Instead,
a wide spectrum of CFTR mutations have been identiﬁed,
most being uncommon and likely to result in residual CFTR
function. A high incidence of the IVS8-5T allele is generally
reported in bronchiectasis, even if not as high as occurs
in CBAVD [131,133,134,136–138]. The variety of CFTR
mutations associated with bronchiectasis likely reﬂects the
heterogeneous nature of this condition and possibly also how
exhaustively other aetiologies were investigated. Moreover,
differences in the frequencies of reported mutations might be
caused by the enrolment of insufﬁcient numbers of patients
as well as the methods used to detect CFTR mutations, which
are not always based on whole CFTR gene sequencing. Few
studies have been performed to investigate CFTR dysfunction
in bronchiectasis. As a result, comparison between CF and
other CFTR-RDs is not feasible at the present time.
At the moment, CFTR mutation screening is mostly per-
formed for research purposes. It is not advised for identifying
bronchiectasis, but rather as one step in the exclusion of CF.
In all cases of bronchiectasis, patients should be referred to
a CF clinic for sweat test, CFTR mutation analysis and other
diagnostic tests for CF. Because of the heterogeneous nature
of bronchiectasis, it is important to rule out all other aetiolo-
gies ﬁrst, to make a careful differential diagnosis with CF and
then follow up the most suspicious cases. Older patients with
mild pulmonary disease, including bronchiectasis, may not
present with symptoms until later in life, but they are often
found to have atypical CF when appropriate investigations
are performed [139–142]. A thorough clinical examination
at a specialised CF centre and follow up of the most suspi-
cious cases should be recommended, as these symptoms may
suggest undiagnosed CF [17].
3. Functional tests
Functional tests that quantify CFTR-mediated transepithe-
lial ion transport have contributed greatly to understanding
of disease mechanisms (for review, see [18]). CFTR-RDs are
clinical entities that display a wide spectrum of disease and
occur within a continuous gradient of CFTR dysfunction.
In such cases, CFTR function may serve as a surrogate
marker for CF diagnosis. CFTR-dependent chloride secretion
is absent or residual in classic or non-classic CF disease,
but is normal or only minimally reduced among heterozy-
gotes [143,144]. CFTR-dependent chloride secretion can be
assessed indirectly in the nasal epithelium by measuring
transepithelial NPD and in colonic epithelia by performing
ICM. These functional tests provide a tool to distinguish indi-
viduals with non-classic forms of CF with evidence of CFTR
dysfunction from subjects whose normal CFTR function in-
dicates that they are unlikely to have CF. Below, the current
experience and utility of NPD and ICM for the differential
diagnosis of CFTR-RD is discussed.
3.1. Functional tests for CFTR analysis
3.1.1. Nasal potential difference
The method is described in more detail in the consensus
statement of the ECFS Diagnostic Network Working Group
(EuroCareCF Deliverable 4a) [18]. Brieﬂy, NPD is based
on the difference of electric potential measured between a
reference electrode placed subcutaneously to create a suitable
site of zero potential and an exploring silver/silver chloride
electrode connected to a nasal catheter. The probe is placed
under the inferior turbinate at the point of maximal negative
voltage and maintained in this position for the duration of
the recording. Recordings are made during continuous ﬂow of
salt solutions at a rate of 5 ml/min. After a consistent baseline
NPD has been measured in saline, a standard protocol is
followed to investigate CFTR function: (i) amiloride (100
μM) in the saline solution to block the epithelial sodium
channel (ENaC); (ii) chloride-free saline solution in the
continuous presence of amiloride (100 μM) to drive chloride
secretion and (iii) isoproterenol (10 μM) in a chloride-free
saline solution containing amiloride (100 μM) to activate
CFTR. The sum of the NPD responses in the chloride-free
saline solution and the chloride-free saline solution containing
isoproterenol serves as an index of CFTR function. It is
assumed that a hyperpolarisation of more than −5 mV is
indicative of the function of wild-type CFTR. However,
despite numerous studies that have sought to assess the role
of NPD as a diagnostic tool for CF disease [145–148], the
test has neither been standardised nor validated for diagnostic
accuracy [149]. We still lack rigorous case-control studies to
deﬁne the best cut-off point for differentiating CF patients
from normal subjects. Thus, at the present time, no clear
NPD criteria exist to discriminate CFTR-RDs from other
conditions.
3.1.2. Intestinal current measurement
Ex vivo ICM has been used to study CFTR function in
human colonic epithelia [150,151]. Micro-Ussing chambers
are used to record either the transepithelial short-circuit
current (Isc) [152] or the transepithelial voltage (Vte) [153]
in freshly obtained human rectal biopsies as a measure of
ion transport after stimulation with chloride secretagogues
(e.g. the cAMP agonist forskolin and the Ca2+ agonist
carbachol). In this way, the magnitude of CFTR function and
the activity of alternative chloride channels is investigated
[152–155]. Because the CFTR defect is manifest in both
respiratory and intestinal epithelia, the ICM and NPD assays
have been evaluated in cohorts of CF patients and control
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subjects and good correlation demonstrated between the two
methods [156,157]. These studies provided evidence for a
consistent degree of CFTR dysfunction measured by NPD
and ICM. Advantages of ICM are that it is a minimally
invasive, safe procedure applicable to all ages starting from
newborns. Suction biopsies are made without sedation or
special treatment and limitations are rare [152]. Because
ICM has mainly been employed as a research tool, to date
the technique has only been included in some diagnostic
algorithms and consensus guidelines [6,12,158]. Nevertheless,
Veeze [144] observed no difference between ICM values
in healthy controls and obligate heterozygotes. Moreover,
ICM was prospectively validated as a diagnostic test for the
equivocal diagnosis of CF in large groups of control subjects,
CF-PI, CF-PS and questionable CF patients [159]. Using a
standardised protocol [152], Derichs et al. [159] identiﬁed
clear-cut reference/threshold values to distinguish between
CF-PS and control subjects, supporting the role of ICM in
the diagnosis of CF. In general, ICM should be performed
for diagnostic purposes only when the sweat test and CFTR
mutation analysis are equivocal and further evidence of
CFTR dysfunction or normality is required to establish a
comprehensive clinical description. (Further details of the
ICM method are discussed in the consensus statement of
the ECFS Diagnostic Network Working Group (EuroCareCF
Deliverable 4a) [18]).
3.2. Experiences with functional tests in CFTR-RDs
3.2.1. Nasal potential difference
Most of the studies evaluating patients with possible mild
CF or CFTR-RD using NPD have only enrolled adults.
They demonstrate that patients with abnormal NPD tend to
develop more severe pulmonary disease and more frequently
carry CF-causing mutations. For example, Wilschanski et al.
[145] identiﬁed in a group of 70 adults with normal clinical
phenotype 24 patients with NPD results in the CF range. Re-
evaluation of these same 24 patients years later revealed that
16 of them were now followed in CF centres [160]. Genetic
analysis indicated that none of the patients with normal NPD
results carried 2 CFTR mutations, whereas 5 patients in the
group with abnormal NPD results harboured CFTR mutations
[160]. Delmarco et al. [148] demonstrated that CF patients
with a borderline sweat test and 2 CF-causing mutations all
had a NPD test in the abnormal range. Conversely, individuals
with respiratory diseases distinct from CF, such as idiopathic
asthma, all had normal NPD results. Finally, Groman et al.
[161] reported that individuals with a CF phenotype in the
absence of CFTR mutations had NPD values distinct from CF
patients with 2 CFTR mutations.
NPD studies are lacking in children. In one unpublished
study, I Sermet and colleagues (Université René Descartes)
evaluated 50 children (3 months–18 years) with equivocal
diagnosis, borderline (30–60 mEq/L) sweat test and no
conclusive genetic screening using the NPD assay. In this
study, children with NPD results in the CF range more
frequently carried two CFTR mutations and had chronic
cough, sputum production, recurrent lower respiratory tract
infection and chronic colonisation by S. aureus (I Sermet,
unpublished data). To summarise, only limited experience
with NPD in CFTR-RD is available. Further investigation in
patients with different features of CFTR-RD is required to
better deﬁne criteria of CFTR dysfunction.
3.2.2. Intestinal current measurement
Besides using ICM for classiﬁcation of patients with
questionable CF, the method has been evaluated in a limited
number of CFTR-RD cases. Dohle et al. [162] studied a group
of 21 patients with CBAVD, while Ockenga et al. [163] tested
single patients with recurrent or chronic pancreatitis. Data
from these preliminary studies are insufﬁcient to determine
the diagnostic value of ICM for CFTR-RDs. However, clear
differentiation between CF-PS and control subjects by ICM
appears feasible [159].
3.3. Further information required
The NPD assay has been performed in a wide range
of individuals from CF patients to individuals heterozygous
for CFTR mutations and normal subjects. Although there is
clear separation between CF-PI patients and controls, there
is overlap between heterozygotes, CF-PS and patients with
CFTR-RDs [164] impairing diagnostic value in individual
cases with borderline CFTR function. This demonstrates
that evaluation of ion transport across the nasal epithelium
is a (bio)-marker of CF disease, but a deﬁnitive diagnosis
must employ a battery of tests, including clinical follow-up,
repeated sweat tests, ICM and genetic screening.
For ICM, the test has been proven to discriminate clearly
between CF-PS and control subjects [159]. The next efforts
should be to describe ICM values in larger groups of obligate
heterozygotes and patients with CFTR-RDs, who do not ﬁt the
CF diagnostic ICM cut-off. These reference data have to be
precisely determined for speciﬁc protocols and measurement
methods (Isc vs. Vte) and correlated with comprehensive
analyses of CFTR genotype.
To summarise, both NPD and ICM contribute to the
analysis of the functional consequences of CFTR mutations
and hence, to better understanding of clinical interpretations.
However, additional studies are required to validate these
tests as diagnostic tools. This applies not only to CFTR
mutations described in recent consensus statements [13,17]
as CF disease-causing or CFTR-RD-associated, but also to
the large majority of CFTR mutations with unknown clinical
relevance.
4. Molecular investigations of CFTR mutations associated
with CFTR-RDs
Biochemical and function studies of CFTR mutations have
provided great insight into the molecular basis of CF. Drumm
et al. [165] ﬁrst demonstrated that when CFTR mutations
associated with CF are expressed in heterologous cells the
amount of CFTR-mediated Cl− current is reduced in the rank
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order: wild-type CFTR > CF-PS mutants > CF-PI mutants.
These results suggested a relationship between genotype,
clinical phenotype and Cl− channel function. To understand
this relationship, the effects of CF-associated CFTR mutations
on (i) the processing and intracellular trafﬁcking of CFTR
protein and (ii) the biophysical properties and regulation
of CFTR Cl− channels were investigated. These studies
identiﬁed ﬁve general mechanisms of CFTR dysfunction:
defective protein production, defective protein processing,
defective channel regulation, defective channel conduction
and reduced protein synthesis [35,36].
Importantly, studies of the biosynthesis and single-channel
behaviour of CFTR mutations enable the attenuation of
CFTR-mediated Cl− currents in the apical membrane of
epithelia by CF-associated CFTR mutations to be quantiﬁed.
Apical CFTR Cl− current (ICFTR(apical)) is determined by
the product of the number of CFTR Cl− channels in the
apical membrane (N), the amount of current ﬂowing through
an open CFTR Cl− channel (i) and the probability (Po)
that a single CFTR Cl− channel is open: ICFTR(apical) =
N × i × Po. Using biochemical (N) and functional (i and Po)
data, the apical CFTR Cl− current generated by the CF-PI
mutant p.F508del-CFTR and the CF-PS mutants p.R117H-,
p.R334W-, p.R347P-, p.A455E- and p.P574H-CFTR were
predicted [166,167]. Despite possible errors resulting from (i)
the assumption that N is equivalent to the amount of fully
glycosylated CFTR protein (band C) and (ii) the supposition
that the Po of CFTR Cl− channels in the apical membrane
of heterologous epithelia is equivalent to values measured
Fig. 1. Global diagnostic algorithm for CF and CFTR-RD. A global ﬂow-chart of genetic and functional diagnostic testing in CF and CFTR-RD is presented.
Abbreviations: CF? mutation, mutation of unproven or uncertain clinical signiﬁcance; CF*, diagnosis of CF or consider this diagnosis; CFTR-RD, CFTR-
related disorders; ICM, intestinal current measurement; NPD, nasal potential difference; ST, sweat test (repeated; false positive should be excluded/sought in a
specialized centre).
in excised membrane patches from non-polarised cells, the
predicted values agreed well with the measured data [166–
168]. These studies suggest that biochemical and functional
studies might be used to explain how CFTR mutations
associated with CFTR-RDs disrupt CFTR function. They
also raise the possibility that CFTR-RD-associated CFTR
mutations might exert complex effects on CFTR expression
and function. For example, the CF-PS mutant p.P574H-CFTR
disrupts CFTR processing, albeit not as severely as p.F508del-
CFTR, but generates a CFTR Cl− channel with a Po value
greater than that of wild-type CFTR [167].
To understand the molecular mechanisms of CFTR dys-
function caused by CFTR-RD-associated CFTR mutations,
heterologous epithelial cells expressing identical amounts of
CFTR mutants, such as those developed by Krasnov et al.
[169] will be required. However, it might also be necessary
to study primary cultures of epithelial cells isolated from
CFTR-RD patients to understand fully the mechanisms of
CFTR dysfunction. Although technically-challenging, such
studies will prove very rewarding, providing deep insight into
the molecular mechanisms of CFTR dysfunction in CFTR-RD
and hence, new approaches to therapy.
5. Algorithms for the diagnostics of CFTR-RD:
a European perspective
Here, we propose a series of ﬂow charts that summarize
clinical and molecular investigations in patients with a
clinical presentation suggestive of a CFTR-RD (Figs. 1–
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Fig. 2. Diagnostic algorithm for male infertility and CBAVD. The ﬂow charts summarize clinical, functional and genetic diagnostic testing in patients
presenting with male infertility (a) and male infertility with CBAVD (b). Abbreviations: CF? mutation, mutation of unproven or uncertain clinical signiﬁcance;
CFTR-RD, CFTR-related disorders; FSH, follicle-stimulating hormone; ICM, intestinal current measurement; LH, luteinising hormone; NPD, nasal potential
difference; ST, sweat test (repeated; false positive should be excluded/sought in a specialized centre).
4). A thorough clinical examination at a specialised CF centre
and follow-up of the most suspicious cases is recommended,
as these symptoms may suggest undiagnosed CF.
Careful attention should be paid to exclude other known
aetiologies, to the degree of screening for CFTR mutations
and to the evaluation of CFTR function in these patients. A
continuous dialogue between clinicians, geneticists and phys-
iologists is of the upmost importance for the diagnosis and
follow up of patients with a clinical presentation suggestive of
a CFTR-RD. While comprehensive CFTR gene analysis may
not be widely advised in CFTR-RD, genetic counselling for
the patients or their relatives is recommended.
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Fig. 3. Diagnostic algorithm for chronic pancreatitis. The ﬂow charts summarize clinical, functional and genetic diagnostic testing in patients presenting with
acute recurrent or chronic pancreatitis (a) and chronic pancreatitis (b). Abbreviations: PRSS1, cationic trypsinogen; SPINK1, serine protease inhibitor; CTRC
chymotryspinogen C.
We emphasize that these ﬂow charts should not be
considered “Tables of Law” nor should they be interpreted as
dogma. Instead, these ﬂow charts are simply guidelines, which
we hope will prove helpful and practical when clarifying the
diagnosis of CFTR-RD patients.
6. Conclusions
During the past 20 years our knowledge of CF has changed
dramatically. Understanding of the CFTR gene and protein
has permitted relationships between genotype and clinical
phenotype to be made, which have revealed a continuum
of clinical presentation from severe disease to milder forms.
Moreover, in the 1990s the discovery that mutations in the
CFTR gene or mild dysfunction of the CFTR Cl− channel
are associated with particular clinical phenotypes (the best
example being CBAVD in males) led to a variety of names
being proposed to deﬁne borderline cases associated with
dysfunction of the CFTR protein (e.g. atypical CF, borderline
CF and genital form of CF). The objectives of the EuroCareCF
Working Group on CFTR-RD that we summarize here were
to try to clarify the description of CFTR-RD, to bring
a consensual deﬁnition and approach to the concept of
CFTR-RD even if the positions of different specialists were
sometimes difﬁcult to unite.
We must keep in mind that most of the time the diagnosis
of CF does not raise any difﬁculty. It is clear that in the
vast majority of cases, a patient’s clinical symptoms, positive
sweat test and mutations in the CFTR gene provide convincing
evidence of the diagnosis. The situation is similar with many
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Fig. 4. Diagnostic algorithm for disseminated bronchiectasis. The ﬂow chart summarizes clinical, functional and genetic diagnostic testing in patients
presenting with disseminated bronchiectasis. Footnotes: (a) sweat test repeated; false positive should be excluded/sought in a specialized centre; (b) CBAVD
suggestive for CFTR-RD; immobile cilia suggestive for primary ciliary dyskinesia; (c) search for frequent CFTR mutations should consider the patient’s
geographic/ethnic origins. Abbreviations: CF? mutation, mutation of unproven or uncertain clinical signiﬁcance; CFTR-RD, CFTR-related disorders; ICM,
intestinal current measurement; NPD, nasal potential difference; ST, sweat test.
CFTR-RD patients. For example, although the vast majority
of CBAVD men are infertile, they have good health. Similarly,
patients with recurrent acute or chronic pancreatitis present
with no other symptoms. When patients present with these
conditions, there is no discussion that these individuals might
have a mild form of CF.
However, the diagnosis of a limited number of CFTR-RD
patients is not clear-cut. A grey zone exists between CFTR-
RD and CF. If we are very close to the criteria required to
identify these individuals as CF patients, the preferred option
is to designate them as CFTR-RD and to follow them at least
once a year. Some of these CFTR-RD patients will never
meet the criteria to be classiﬁed as CF. In the case of other
CFTR-RD patients, some years later these individuals will
progress to a diagnosis of CF and will require follow-up
in CF centres. As our knowledge and understanding of the
dysfunction of CFTR in CF and CFTR-RD progresses, we are
conﬁdent that the diagnosis and management of individuals
with these disorders will continue to improve.
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